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CONVICT TRAIL – non-fiction
Suemi Chiba
The sky is quickly losing its light, the trees turning into shadows and
if we weren’t on a road we would be in the bush, in the dark and
have to stop. I am listening to the rain hitting the leaves in solid
splatters, in part to drown out the wailing of the boys. They are
teenagers, and have been crying at least an hour now, even before
the rain started. They are crying for their mothers, long echoing
wails into the coming darkness.
Twenty years of working with young offenders and I’ve never
witnessed anything like it. Tears, sure, even from the toughest, but
group wailing? I didn’t know anyone could miss Blacktown with such
a passion.
There is a fourth boy who is not crying but walks behind me,
our quiet talk is mixed with incomprehension and we look for
explanations. They’re tired, they’re hungry, they’ve never walked
this far before, they’ve never been away from home so long, or had
to take care of themselves, it’s cold and wet and they don’t know
where they are. I think of travel, I think of children working from the
time they are five, I think of refugees, of genocide, of war. I think of
prison and I look at them in wonder.
They are all tall, 5.9 at least, big boys, strong arms, overweight
with bellies that squeeze out over the waist-belts of their packs.
They could lay me flat if that was their way. All four have criminal
charges, not in school, not working. We are three weeks into an
adventure therapy program and are on the convict road that
stretches from Sydney to Newcastle. The road cuts through what
used to be the wild domains of New South Wales, bush that spreads
out in eucalyptus, bottlebrush, rose myrtle, she-oak, casuarina and
burs that stick to your clothes and hair.
The road was built in sixteen years, finished in 1822, hundreds
of convicts labouring in chains, cutting stone by hand through rocky
soil. Laying blood, sweat and tears across the searing land. I think of
the aching backs and the aching hearts. Has the land itself held onto
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these spirits? Because I think it can. Have you ever walked into a
room where sadness is imprisoned and you can smell the
desperation?
We are breeding a new kind of convict now, but the irony of the
situation is lost on the boys. They don’t relate to hard labour or
convict work camps.
At our feet the ground writhes with tiny boneless leeches that
waver, desperately hoping to cling to our boots and make their way
to our skin, our blood. Ngaire, the other guide, and I sing, as much
to cheer us as the boys. They continue their persistent lament to
their mothers and I think of wolves howling at the moon, of rabbits
crying in their traps, of elephants shedding tears. We trudge
onwards.
We are making our way to the river for water but I know we
can put out the cook pots and collect enough. We find a patch of
level ground to call home. I’m wet through, leaves stick to my
sleeves and I have to walk the boys through every step. Get out
your tents, get out your pots, and don’t change to dry clothes until
your tent is finished. Ngaire and I help set up every tent and once
camp is made the crying stops.
The boys crawl into their tents. I encourage them to change and
if they are hungry to help make dinner. The one who led the crying
doesn’t bother to change or zip up his tent and lies there
whimpering like a wet dog. He’s seventeen and wants to be a
musician. When he falls asleep a calm quiet spreads.
Rick recovers quickly and becomes entranced in building a fire –
this he loves. I send him in search of secret stashes of dry leaves and
twigs hidden in the undergrowth. We cut up found branches and
look to see if the insides are dry enough to make shavings. We make
a pile of flora to burn. The rain has stopped and we have a smoky
fire. It will be some time before there is enough heat to dry out
clothes.
Rick, Ngaire and I sit by the fire. Joe sits at the mouth of his tent
eating dry noodles. The others sleep. We watch the firelight and
Rick talks to us over the hiss of drying sticks. He talks about his
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crime, his family, his brother, about why he is here. He is happy with
the fire. Ngaire and I cook over the camp stove and eventually we
are fed and the stars are starting to poke out from between the
clouds.

THE DAY THE MUSIC DIED
Sue Chamoun
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LEAVING THE ISLAND
Anne Benjamin
You arrive with little notice –
telegraphed memos only. We should have known
when the old folk clamped their gummy mouths
against the news, refused to rush about, be moved,
you’d been before and were not welcome.
The morning tumbles from the sky with you
blustering tears of rage on gardens
where we bend and burn our backs
to grow tomorrow’s yam and taro, now
a dancing-devil stomp ground.
Unleashed, our reckless homes cavort,
walls of weather-board tilt tipsy,
cupboard doors agape, our children’s beds
are boats afloat, and
tin-roof kites twirl all across the island.
All bullying bluster,
disorderly and drunk, you screech
around our loved church towers, scream
blasphemies through gouged-out crosses,
hurl stained glass marbles on the sand,
and then, as brusquely as you came,
you huff away from off the northern bay
and leave us, here,
asunder
staring at the sky.
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GERTIE
Paul O’Loughlin
Have you closed your
Facebook account Gertie?
We've seen your cats, your political leaning,
And even some comedy with your wry kind of wit;
We've corresponded with friends, and friends of your friends
(Are some of those characters really legit?)
Have you closed your
Facebook account Gertie?
Have you seen the angels now Gertie,
Or are you haunting the graveyard on this moonless night?
But - damn - your pictures are still there on Facebook
Gosh! sometimes I forget that you're not still alive
Take no offence now my dearest old Gertie
Since we stuck you on Monday at last in the ground
I have needed and done all my sobbin' and grievin'
But your Facebook account makes my old ticker pound
I decided to write to this Facebook mob,
Lord knows if they have a valid address;
Their swathes of rules seem so bleedin' complicated:
It would be easier just having you back, Gertie, I guess
I see now someone's posted a crumb of your history
Daring to bring some secret out into the light
Revealing one dark corner of your ever-alluring mystery;
Now dead, have you relinquished your Facebook rights?
I see a pic that some friend has posted, you looking wistfully out to
sea;
I'm not there – never was – who held the camera my love?
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Through friends of friends I calculate – old Bert from the bowling
club
Is who you've gone to 'friend' again, up there in Facebook heaven
above

VLAD’S HOST
Marilyn Humbert
Waking from dormant-sleep
winged shadows gather and blur
in smudged softness of dusk.
A cloaked seething mass,
moon-tugged like waves
in a lunar dance.
These other-side angels
hang their halos on tombstones
when low-slung clouds
ride rough-shod
over urban wastelands
and forests of bare trees.
Stealth apparitions
hide the moon’s glow
and snatch the unwary.
Old ones
doomed to follow ancient trails
taste the metallic tang of blood
ever-bound
by the silken cords of a kiss.
And the stars stare unblinking.
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SNAP
Arna Radovich
We sleep on the floor of the local school. The assembly-hall is a
mess of dishevelled people and random retrieved belongings.
There’s a little arm around my neck; my precious daughter
Ameera’s soft dark head nestles close. Ameera’s hair, unwashed for
days, smells, like dirty wet socks. I stink, Ameera stinks, the whole
world stinks. I know this smell. It is the smell of people with nothing.
My husband Kamal stirs beside me. There’s an ache in my
heart, a terrible heaviness. I slide carefully away from Ameera, try to
let her sleep as long as she can. As I toss and turn on my lumpy
mattress, my eyes meet Kamal’s and my heart trembles with fear. I
reach out and stroke his face.
A bright morning light enters the room. Ameera stretches
towards me like a kitten.
‘We’re being sent away,’ I tell her, ‘evacuated.’
‘What’s vacuated?’ she says.
‘It means we’re going to go on a big plane, somewhere, away
from here.’
‘Why?’
‘Because there’s no running water and no electricity and hardly
any food. And the government, the rescue people, they say we’ll get
sick.’
‘But why will we get sick?’
‘Ameera! I don’t know. All I know is that we have to go.’
‘What about Rafi?’
‘Dogs aren’t allowed on the plane. Rafi can stay here with
Daddy.’
Rafi was shot today, but I cannot tell Ameera that. They are
shooting all the roaming dogs. There is no food for them. Dear
trusting Rafi, he survived a cyclone only to be killed. It makes no
sense.
‘Why isn’t Daddy coming?’
‘Mummies and children go first.’
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‘Why?’
‘Because … children could get sicker than grownups, they’re not
as strong and … they can’t go by themselves, so their mothers have
to go with them.’
‘I’m strong.’
‘I know you are darling but …’
‘What about …’
‘Ameera! Enough! I can’t think. Stop asking questions.’
‘Why can’t you think?’
‘Because I’m tired and …’
‘My mouth hurts Mumma.’
‘Show me. Looks like an ulcer.’
‘But I haven’t been telling lies.’
‘It’s probably because you haven’t been able to clean your
teeth.’
Ameera stops her questions, just for a moment, to think about
this. She doesn’t like cleaning her teeth. But it is short reprieve.
‘When do we go on the big plane?’
‘Tomorrow.’
‘Where will we go?’
‘I’m not sure. Somewhere safe. It’s just for a while.’
We spend most of our last day outside, picking uselessly
through piles of rubble. We’re allowed one suitcase, but we don’t
have a suitcase. Even if we had one, we don’t have anything to put
in it. We have nothing again. Are nothing.
Back at the school, the rain is drip, drip, dripping on the tarps
covering the roof, but there is no wind tonight. No endless scream
or howl. No high-pitched screech of dragging tin or flying debris.
But I do not trust that danger will stay away. I lie awake. I keep
watch. I know Kamal is doing the same, even if he pretends to be
asleep. He thought we were safe here. That we could finally start
again. It is unfair after all we’ve been through, that we should come
undone because of a stupid wind.
The school has no windows, and no doors. Insects buzz and
bite. I pull a sheet of cloth over my head.
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When Ameera and I board the plane, it is like a big empty
cavern. It carries troops and tanks and equipment to war zones. But
today it is just crammed full of silent civilians. We sit on the floor
and stare at nothing. Everyone says we are lucky to be alive. I do not
feel lucky.
The plane lands. I am numb with exhaustion. At the airport, a
few people have gathered. They give us clothes. They hug us with a
kindness that only sets me crying. They think all we have survived is
a cyclone. They have no idea of what came before for us, and how
much worse it was.
We stay in a hostel, Ameera and I, until we get the news about
my poor Kamal.
How could he be so selfish – to do that to himself – to do that
to his wife and child? That’s what some people say. How selfish?
But they know nothing.
Even though I am insane with anger, I understand. I understand
what it is to just – snap.
I have seen the face of Kamal’s courage and strength. So many
years a refugee, years of being displaced discarded and reviled. The
fear. The uncertainty. The boredom. Yet always there was some
fragment of hope.
There is a tipping point for all of us, a time where there is no
longer any semblance of control or logical thought, and when hope
is gone – there is nothing left.
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BONE SISTER
J. Anne deStaic
Always raining hard and horizontal
like automatic bullet fire
pushing the wind
back
piece by piece to Wellington harbour
firing it white with
wave spray and
streetlight.
You sit on the edge of your seat, lean
forward, jacket unzipped for the heat
in the airport. The windows
steam.
You don’t see me. You look around but your
eyes are down, not likely to see
me at the top of
the ramp.
A man in a hurry pushes me off balance. Now
I don’t know how to do this, how
to hold your
bones
that are the most of you, too thin for being
so tall, always the impression
you could topple
over.
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You step back when we hug, our heads to the same side
banging skulls, these things
were never easy for
us.
It is only a rehearsal after all, our mother not
dying, not like last night’s
phone call when you
cried
and I said I was coming over. The tears, the flight
not necessary now. You’ve booked us
dinner out anyway, something
to do.
Even so, on the way home driving around
the bays because there are road works
in the tunnel, sea spray over the
road
and in this wind even the street lights looking
fragile, you are crying, tears
bouncing off your
bones.
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DEMOLITION
Linda Marsden
I witnessed your birth
Saw your walls and your fences rise from the ground
Standing between mum and dad on this very spot I listened
Plans and dreams. Their voices full of youthful optimism
My mind a kaleidoscope of glittering future events
You were nothing flash by today’s standards
A small fibro dwelling near the train line in Sydney’s west
One bathroom shared by all and a dunny out the back
You grew as we grew. We shaped and moulded your character
Transformed you from small and clingy
Gave you a welcoming ambience
What a shock to find you like this
Roof and external walls removed, your insides exposed
The damaged walls of the room that was once my personal haven
Reveal a stratum of colour
Fairytale pink, preserved with childhood giggles and wonder
Under a thick coat of lime green rebellion
Fears and secret fantasies
I thought safely sealed under a layer of sophisticated white
Now rise in to the ethers for all to see
You have been butchered. I feel the violation
Do you remember the day I left a trail of blood up your hall
No amount of mum’s scrubbing would fool a forensic team
They would find my DNA still mingling with your molecules
I long to walk that hall again. Listen to echoes from the past
Hear my brother’s new born cries. My father’s carefree whistle
My grandmother’s last rasping breath
Blast this steel fence. Like prisoner and visitor we are kept apart
Keep Out and Danger signs shout their warning
Memories of mud pies conquer. I disregard the signs
See! My hand slips easily through the wire
The touch and smell of your sweet earth sets my mind awhirl
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I let the grains slip through my fingers and watch
A myriad of memories tumble in slow motion to the ground
Being laughed awake by kookaburras
Or the roar of dad starting up the mower
Your prolific little veggie patch. Mum’s rhubarb pies
Icy grass under bare feet. Picking mandarins for school
Impromptu cricket games in your extra long back yard
Darting through the sprinkler when the mercury soared
Onions cooking on the BBQ sizzling in a slurp of beer
Waiting with our bread held out for a sausage and some sauce
Halcyon days. Birthday cakes. Nan’s Christmas puddings
Laden with silver coins and boiled in the copper for hours
Camping in the backyard on long hot summer nights
Covered in mozzie repellent, gazing at the stars
Being crooned asleep by crickets cicadas and frogs
Familiar night-time noises while I was snug in bed
Milk bottles clinking in the early hours
Windows rattling, freight trains chugging past
Rain drumming on your tin roof. Blackie howling at the storm
But now the high rise surge has reached you
All trace of your existence will soon be swept away
No monument to mark the spot. No reason to return
Before I go you must know that you were loved
That I will think about you often, but not as I see you now
Rather as you were in your heyday
Freshly painted and gleaming white. Surrounded by camellias
You were a slice of heaven. You were our Australian dream
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TAPPUCCINO
Dennis J. Pale
The emphysemic gasping of my cellmate on the top bunk was
interrupted by the distinctive shout of a nearby Bogan:
‘Hey, young fella!’
My neighbour in the next cell, a bloke with no front teeth and
teardrop tattoos under both eyes, apparently wanted something.
I snapped out of my daydreaming. I’d been holding a tattered
Wilbur Smith novel in front of my face and running my eyes across
the page, but to say that I was actually “reading” it was a stretch.
Putting the paperback down on my chest, sighing as I returned to
the reality of a locked cell that smelled like a combination of moist
feet, urine and ashes, I glared up at the top bunk for a second
before answering.
‘What?’
‘Give us some hot water for a coffee, ay?’
I cursed myself for being stupid enough to let the whole yard
know I’d bought a kettle on the electrical buy-up sheet. Centrelink
had accidentally placed a final Disability Support Pension cheque
into my account a couple of days after I’d become an inmate, and
I’d wasted no time in spending it.
I flicked my eyes at the only way in and out of the cell, and my
irritation turned to confusion as I remembered that I was behind
four inches of steel. Sure, there was a square window in the slab
divided into four holes by a plus-shape in the middle, but I’d be hard
pressed getting a balled fist through it, let alone my kettle. And even
if I did get my Kambrook jug through, the next cell was six feet
away. So, after regarding the window from my bunk, I called out the
most obvious question ever.
‘How?’
There was a loud, insulting snort directly above me. My
cellmate, a fat old dude who went by the unwise nickname of Red
Dog, swung his legs over the edge of his thin mattress with the clunk
of ancient springs. Red Dog was savvy to how things worked in
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these places after spending most of his fifty-plus years in jails and
psych wards, and he stayed out of trouble by carefully existing in
the category directly between “Alpha Male standover” and “bitch.”
I tried to not think about how I may be looking at my own future.
Red Dog staggered over to the kettle and hit its switch. Yawning like
a hippo, fetching a rollie cigarette from behind his ear, my cellie lit
his White Ox fag with a match. Like any inmate who understood the
value of essentials, Red Dog’s matches had all been expertly split
down the middle with a razor blade. Why? Because this meant that
fifty became a hundred.
Red Dog silently waved me over to the door. I was certain that I
was about to learn a lesson.
Putting a bulging eye up to one of the little windows, my cellie
scanned the corridor outside. There were three stories of two-out
cells connected together by steel staircases, but there weren’t any
patrolling screws at the moment. Wet as I may be, I knew Red Dog
was watching for witnesses.
With a grunt and a twitch of his head, Red Dog managed to
convey that he wanted me to watch how it was done. Jamming half
of a hairy arm covered in murky blue tattoos through the window,
he called out one word.
‘Right.’
I watched in fascination as a night-black hand poked out of the
window in the next cell. Our Koori neighbour was holding out a thin
rope made from twisted-up toilet paper that had been weighted
with a pencil eraser. Twirling the line expertly, it only took two goes
until Red Dog caught the eraser and hooked it through our bars. My
cellie nodded at a plastic bag on the counter as my whistling kettle
clicked off in a burst of steam.
‘Two cup’s worth.’
Against my better judgement, I somehow managed to pour
boiling water into the small plastic bag without scalding myself too
badly. Things got even trickier when I tied it off into a sphere the
size of a baseball, as the painful act of juggling it from hand to hand
was only getting worse by the moment.
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It was at this point that I realised Red Dog had the easy job.
Using an olive-green jumper as insulation for his hands, my cellie
inspected the ball of water critically before tying the line of toilet
paper to its looped knot. Carefully straining to get the ever-soslightly-too-large object through the square hole, I watched as the
bag of water popped through and swung like a pendulum. It missed
the floor by an inch, hit its apex, and quickly disappeared through
the hole like a rat up a drain pipe.
He never said thanks, by the way.

FLYING FOXES
C.A. Broadribb

At home in Parramatta Park
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NANJIRA
Morag Sutton
We reached Bungoma railway station in Kenya with plenty of time
to spare. It was late afternoon and I was dressed in a long African
caftan – a gift for me by a beautiful Kenyan lady named Zainab, the
mother of one of my African daughters. My husband Phil and I had
acted as parents to two Kenyan girls, Margaret and Millie, who we
had brought to Australia to study a few years earlier. We had just
spent time with the girls’ families in their rural settings that are so
similar and yet so different to our Australian country areas.
I sat under a tree while my husband looked around the station,
and I suddenly felt I was being watched. I looked up and there was a
group of young African children staring at me curiously. They
started circling around me, never taking their eyes off me. White
people are a novelty in this area and I heard the word mzungu, their
word for white people, over and over.
We were joining the Kampala Express bound for Nairobi after
spending time in the rural areas near Uganda. We boarded the
train, found our compartment in the first-class section and made
ourselves comfortable. As the sun set we watched giraffes,
wildebeest, and other animals traversing the countryside of the
Great Rift Valley, said to be the cradle of the earth.
As the skies grew pitch dark my husband Phil located the train
guard because our lights were not working. The guard attempted
unsuccessfully to get the lights to operate so suggested he move us
to a sleeper in the second-class section. We accepted the offer,
moved through to our new sleeping compartment, and Phil gave
him a tip – though in effect we were being downgraded.
When we settled and were ready to sleep we heard female
voices making quite a ruckus in the adjoining compartment. We put
this down to the exuberant excitement of young girls headed for
Nairobi. The noise grew louder and it became obvious that we
would not have much sleep that night. We longed for our quiet unlit
compartment in the first-class section.
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The voices grew louder and were accompanied by other noises and
incantations in the Luhja language of a local tribe. Eventually all
went quiet and we fell asleep.
The following morning the guard came to our compartment and
told us, ‘A little one arrived in the next compartment through the
night.’ I said we had heard a lot of noise and asked if the occupants
were teenage girls.
‘No, no! There was a young pregnant girl in the third-class
section and her time to deliver had come, so we railway-men let her
have our assigned compartment. Two women from nearby came
along to assist with the birth. It’s a girl baby and she has been given
the name Nanjira – meaning born in transit in the Luhja language.
The mother is young and alone, the child’s father lives in Nairobi
now – she’s going there to look for him.’
‘What can we do to help?’ I asked. The guard said they were
collecting cash – the mother had nothing. Phil gave some money
then we went to the dining car.
Two young American men were seated nearby and I told them
what had happened. ‘We are interns, we could have helped with
the birth! We’ve been delivering babies in Kampala. How can we
help?’ one of the young men asked.
‘We have taken up a collection,’ the guard told him.
I asked the guard if I could meet the girl and her baby. As I
entered the compartment she was sitting looking happy and
content, nursing her daughter who was swathed in cloth scarves
donated by passengers.
The guard interpreted as we spoke. She kept saying, ‘Assante,’
which means thank you in Swahili. She told me that she would not
need to attend a hospital as the birth was easy, now she had
enough money for a small space to live, and she was very happy.
I pressed some more cash into her hand and she had tears in her
eyes.
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As we pulled into Nairobi, which has no raised platform, she
moved toward the exit and I climbed down and held my arms up to
take her daughter. As she returned this new child of Africa to her
arms, I wrapped my arm around the new mother and wished her
good luck and she told me, ‘Assante sana!’
I watched as this tall young girl walked toward the station exit,
her daughter Nanjira cradled in her arms, a piece of knotted cloth
on her back holding all her worldly goods, and an upright stance
befitting her new status as an African mother – tall and proud.
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CIGARETTES AND SMOKE
Yumna Kassab
Um Ali – fifty-seven, a long-term resident of housing commission –
awakens on her couch. The curtains cover the window but it is light.
Outside there is silence. What is it that woke her?
She adjusts her blanket. It will be winter soon. She hates
winter.
Her son's alarm goes off again in the next room. It was his
alarm! She hollers for him to get up. At least he is working again.
She hears his footsteps and then his lips brush her cheek. ‘What
do you need today?’
Nothing, she thinks. ‘Cigarettes. I need cigarettes.’
‘You get them. You need to get out. I'm going to boil an egg.
You want one?’
It always runs like this: he asks, she says cigarettes, he ignores
her request and then offers breakfast. Today will be like yesterday
and every other day. She will stare at breakfast, go to the corner
store for smokes, shut the curtains he has opened, turn on the
television, and with her cigarettes, she will manage another day.
A boiled egg is placed before her. Her son cracks it, peels the
shell. He sets out bread next to her plate, also measuring out salt
and pepper. ‘Eat!’
‘I'm not hungry.’ She lights her first cigarette of the day. It is
her last one. She always leaves one in the pack for the morning.
He cleans up, leaving her alone with the egg. Before he leaves, he
kisses her cheek once more.
Back on her couch, she sets the coffee pot on a newspaper. She
removes the plastic off her cigarettes. She opens the lid and sniffs.
Bliss.
Over her second cigarette, she chooses the shows she will
watch. She circles her choices carefully with a pencil. In three
minutes, her first selection will begin. It is a 1973 romance about a
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pilot whose plane goes down off the coast of Italy. A nun finds him;
that is all the guide reveals.
The pilot is speaking to the youngest nun when there is a knock on
the door.
She isn't expecting anyone. She waits. There is another knock. A
woman calls out. Um Ali glances at the TV, at the earnest face of
the pilot, and then she goes to the door.
It is Um Ahmed. How many years has it been since she visited?
Three, four? It was before Ali was caught. It must be four at least.
She invites her in. She does not open the curtains. Instead she
turns on the lights. Her children constantly complain about her
electricity bill but she can't have her guest in the dark. From the
kitchen, she picks a second cup and then she returns to the
television.
In her absence, the pilot has had a scuffle with one of the
village men. A nun is dabbing at a cut on his cheek.
Um Ahmed asks after her children, the missing Abu Ali. Good,
good, they're all good, she says.
‘And your heart? I heard about your heart.’
‘My heart is good.’
‘That is good to hear.’
The pilot is tanning by the sea in his shorts. He has taken up
fishing. People were beautiful in those days.
‘And how is Ali?’
‘He's the same.’ Another cigarette, more coffee. ‘He is the
same.’ Her stomach rumbles. The egg sits untouched on the table.
‘When will he be out?’
She considers the question and why people ask questions with
no answer. Is it curiosity, is it mere conversation? Either way,
wouldn't it be better to ask questions with clear answers?
‘Not for a while.’
‘Have you seen him lately?’
And then there are questions with obvious answers not worth
the breath required to ask them.
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‘Yes.’
‘And Mohamed, is he working again?’
The pilot is lying in the water, laughing with his clear, white
teeth. Excepting the cut on his cheek, he is all health. She would like
to be on a beach somewhere, away from this woman with her
questions.
‘Yes.’
‘That is good. It's important for boys to work.’
‘He's a good boy. That's more important than anything else.’
‘Yes, yes, but work's important too.’
She thinks of Ali serving time for his line of work, of Sami
paralysed from a scaffolding accident, of Bilal fighting in a war
somewhere, the two girls stay-at-home mothers, and Mohamed
working in factories again. She would give every cigarette in the
world to have her children around her today.
Um Ahmed asks something. She pretends to not hear the
question or the next one. Eventually Um Ahmed makes an excuse
and gets up to leave. Um Ali locks the door after her, turns off the
lights again, lights a fresh cigarette, and sits alone with her pilot
once more.
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SUNDAY (4.38pm EST)
L.E. Armbruster
l
She has a Crossfit body
and moves like popping candy
piling her boys’ plates
with Birdseye Fish Fingers
and McCain Potato Gems.
Her husband
(a tribute to Angry Anderson, circa 1984)
is watching the first half of the Rabbitohs game,
eyes trained on the screen
like a sniper,
a Dominos BBQ Chicken Riblet
pressed to his moist lips.
II
He is a blue and white
and heaving pink
thirty-six year old boy.
Round 2 of the season;
punctuated
by orange quarters, Deep Heat and cigarettes
at substitution.
He runs like a Maccas gherkin
between two larger man-buns
with fast feet.
He plays like dialogue
filled with full stops and exclamations.
III
She sits on her cream Fantastic chaise
in a brick three-bedder
on the Horsely Drive.
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She crosses her legs
like cutlery
and eats her Smith’s Salt and Vinegar chips
for tea.
Her two blonde girls:
Eggplant and Whizz Fizz,
play in the backyard
launching each other
from the trampoline
into the big pink sky.

STORM
Michaela Cristescu
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THE JOURNEY
T.Cheney
1879 Uttar Pradesh, India Radha sat up. The night was dawning
into a new day. Her legs ached from the running she’d done through
her village and past countless other villages, running alongside the
Ganges to get here – the open sea. Kalapani.*
Popping her head out from behind the rock she’d managed to
hide under since her arrival late last night, she took in the white
sails of the ship that would take her to paradise. Ever since she’d
heard the neighbours speak of it to her mother-in-law a week ago,
she had waited for this moment. That woman, she thought, trying
to remind herself why she’d done the most despicable act possible,
will never beat me again. Or starve me when she is dissatisfied with
my cooking. At twelve, Radha had more courage than knowledge of
the world. And she believed that one day all would be well. It was
that belief that saw her run away the morning before, running all
day and night til she’d gotten here. Her mother-in-law would not
waste any money or time to search this far for her.
The gora sahibs* were looking for volunteers to go to a
paradise where there would be food in abundance and more... it
reminded her of the sacrifices she’d have to make. She wouldn’t see
her again and immediately her hands sought out the two gold
bangles, all she’d managed to take with her. Given to her on her
wedding day by her mother. It would, she believed, keep her safe.
It had to, there was no other way. Once she’d crossed the forbidden
sea she knew she would not be coming back. Stay and they might
kill her as they had threatened to do so many times. Somewhere
out there was the kind of life she wanted for herself and perhaps a
family, God willing. The smell of mud and salt mingled in with the
blue and yellow of hope surrounded the four corners of her mind.
2014 Sydney, Australia Booby traps lay everywhere. Behind the
sofa, in the kitchen, everywhere. She kept her eyes and thoughts on
the T.V in front of her. Except that she wasn’t really watching
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whatever actions were taking place inside the square box. Like
flashing lights the thoughts were constantly niggling at her. Green
and yellow coloured feelings whirred within her. Breathe, Radha
breathe she told herself. Think rationally and stay grounded. But
how could she when it was so strong and the ground beneath her
seemed so far away.
The voice inside her head kept reminding her of the
consequences of stepping outside. She would forget to check the
house and it would burn down. She’d make a fool of herself in
public or her pants would fall down because she couldn’t check it
properly. The list was endless and then there was the staying at
home problem with germs. Tears began again and she tried to hold
them back. For the sake of the little bundle nestled in her arms. Six
weeks old and blissfully unaware of the tightness in one’s belly or
the whispering voice inside your head that could not be switched
off. Totally reliant on her. Ben, who’d been named after his father’s
English grandfather but so like her side of the family, lay asleep
against her. An ancient culture and language long forgotten, was
forever entombed in his features.
And it was for him that she now suffered. He needed nappies
but the outside frightened her. Adam was at work and wouldn’t be
back til quite late. Fear had her thinking of ways she might not have
to step outside. When Ben’s whimpering began and he opened his
almond coloured eyes she knew she had to fight her anxiety. For
most of her life she’d accepted it but not now. Now, that he was
here.
She touched the bangles on her wrist, two gold bangles
clanging with each other as they had when that ancestor of hers, in
honour of whom she’d been named, had arrived in Fiji with nothing
but sheer grit and determination. Give me strength Radha, she
whispered inside her head. I am here because of you and he is here
because of you. Then she opened her eyes feeling energy circulating
within her very core.
*Black water *English/ white masters
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CO-CONSPIRATORS
Alison Miller
I sneak in a thermos, in a crinkly plastic bag.
‘I'm here!’ I shout from the door,
‘Your co-conspirator!’
I laugh at my own joke.
‘Are the staff around? my blind mother-in-law questions,
pulling me in closer, into the intrigue of our own making.
‘Nah-ah,’I survey the corridor behind us.
I pour the tea from the flask.
‘Plenty of milk,’ she hisses, again.
‘Plenty of milk,’ I mirror her patiently.
She blows on it like a young child.
‘Marvellous,’ she exclaims,
as if each drop is gold.
We sit in silence,
drinking in the tea
with mutual pleasure.
‘I'll be back tomorrow.
More tea?’
She bobs her head
in acknowledgement.
‘What will you do if they come?’
I gently bend over to hear her.
‘We'll stage a sit-in!’ I threaten.
‘I'll put you on the floor and
we'll wait them out.’
She quizzically agrees.
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‘We'll be stuck there.’
I survey my overweight body
and her 90-year-old one.
‘They'll have to come and carry us out.’
‘Teacher and grandmother arrested at hospital.’
We laugh and pour more tea.

STRINGS
Nathaniel Johnson
This evening I sat on the bus towards the back in pale blue light and
caught my reflection on the window and that is when I realized that
I am made out of cotton. I am knitted, by whom I do not know but it
was certainly a crude job. Bits of frayed string lead out every which
way: from where I sat I could see blue lines leading to the bus
driver, red strings to the beautiful girl two seats ahead of me and to
the right (whom I would never ever, ever have the courage to talk
to) and through the slightly opened windows an endless mass of
strings flooded out – even under the cracks of the bus doors was a
plethora of string. When I arrived home, my house was blanketed in
cotton like webs for a commune of spiders. Strings led to my
computer machine, the television, every clock (winding knots with
every movements of the hands), the hole in the wall that I had been
meaning to fix, envelopes on the coffee table, to my phone (and it
seemed an extra string for every message and missed call that had
been left) they slipped under the carpet and behind furniture. Even
bits of floating dust appeared to be tied to almost imperceptibly
narrow string. In my unease, the strings began to pull and pulsate
harder and then harder and I began to unravel until there was no ‘I’
remaining.
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DANGER: NO SAFE PLACE
C.A. Broadribb
The scene: the bathroom upstairs in Hungry Jacks, Parramatta. I’m
in one of the cubicles, and can hear people talking, even though I
can’t see them.
‘Can I have a cigarette?’ a teenage girl says.
A woman in one of the other cubicles answers. Her voice is
harsh and dry. ‘Yeah, of course you can, love. As soon as we get
outa here I’ll roll you both cigarettes. Cause I do love you both.’
‘I want ice-cream,’ another girl says. She sounds younger.
The toilet flushes and I hear a door opening. The woman says,
‘You’ve got a bloodstained eye.’
The teenager mumbles something that I can’t make out.
The woman says, ‘Oh, that bitch. Next time it happens I’ll go
right round there and beat her up.’
‘It wasn’t her who did it.’
‘You tell her you’ve found a new mum. Come outside and I’ll
give you cigarettes because I love you.’
‘Can we live with you?’ the younger girl says.
The woman answers. ‘I’m in a one-bedroom but I’m gonna
apply for a three-bedroom. Then you can come live with me and tell
that bitch you’ve found a new mum.’
They all leave. I’m left alone, staring at the graffiti on the wall.
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PROKOFFEY’S WOMAN
Lindy Courtney
Unknown woman you haunt four pages.
I long to plunge
into the ruthless narrative and interrupt
the moment before
and steal you away like he did.
Woman with yearning eyes.
I’d give you a name.
I’d pick up the pen and slash that name
across the pages. The Don
would howl as it flowed
for you. The hand that clamped
your screaming mouth, the one who
flung you beneath the crowd
I would burn every page they were in
and ash would fly across a Cossack sky.
Solzhenitsyn called you a fake.
Nothing before or after compared
to this diamond cut by a master
to mirror our many faces.
Your crime
to have been saved by a Red Tsar.
It can never be explained.
Her fragile wrist in a swarthy palm,
her little wrapped body,
her blood seeping through the pages.
Her ghost walks with me
through the trains and streets of Blacktown.
I meet her eyes
above the veils of my sisters.
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THE LAST RIGHTS
Sue Chamoun
The house remained standing whilst I rummaged through the
rubble.
To the left, the Master bedroom was as cold as ever.
Quietly, I shut the door.
Adjacent to it is the small bathroom with a white bathtub in the
corner.
I saw a glimpse of the children, up to their noses in bubbles, playing
“Dunk the yellow Duck.”
I smiled and walk away, leaving the door open.
Walking straight ahead, I could hear the sound of laughter and
tears.
Two, brightly coloured beds fill up the room.
It’s a warm room.
The sweet breath of innocent children can, almost, be seen clinging
to the walls.
I open the window to let the sunshine in
Or maybe, to allow their breaths to slide off the walls and leave,
silently, through the opening.
I turned around and walked out,
But returned to grab a pocket full of memories and headed out
again.
The lounge room had no doors.
It was a welcoming sight for the visitors.
The curtains remained drawn, to keep in the darkness.
Time has not aged the lounges. The sofa beds were deep in
slumber.
They had been preserved by the icy colour they wear.
I walked to the kitchen expecting to see pots of food simmering on
the stove.
There were always pots of food simmering on the stove.
The sink was spotless. The taps had dried up and retired.
The fridge seemed to be much colder these days, frozen in time.
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The floor was immaculate. There were no visible tiny footprints and
yet, the echo of their tiptoeing swiftly brushed my ears then pfffft…
nothing.
I turned to the living room.
The television had nothing to say.
It had taken the vow of silence.
The couches had long gone to sleep.
I heard my heart accelerate as it leaped into the safest core of my
body.
Gasping for air, I turned to the last room of the house.
The spare bedroom, that hadn’t been spare for many years.
I recall christening that room “the safe room.”
A raw memory of tiny children, snuggling with their mother to keep
warm on those stormy winter’s nights, fleetingly crosses my mind.
I crept out and locked the door, ever so gently, to keep the room
safe.
I headed for the back veranda.
The bird was still in his cage.
He had lost his voice.
He made no movement whilst staring at what used to be.
I walked towards the garden that once was.
Flowers on their death bed attempting to sprout amidst memories
of gentle loving hands.
Head bowed, I shuffled my feet to the front of the house expecting
to see a hint of Christmas.
There was no Christmas there.
It had gone away with the rest of them.
I farewelled the house, bade goodbye to the years with the last
rights I was entitled to.
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IN THE DRIVEWAY
Norm Fairbairn
Remind me again
of other sunset Sundays
played out in kite-filled parks
with in-laws and faulty joints.
When everything we signed
was jointly
before I became your life’s pencil mark
to be erased in a sweep.
Tell me of other sunny days in-between
before bloated lawyers
wrung their hands together
feasting on the carcass of our love.
Tell me about a life of Sundays
in the house I picked out
before I surrendered my claim
by bleeding you white.
Remind me again of other sunset Sundays
when I drove in the driveway
all surfboards and roof racks - noisily dragging
rubbish bins like corpses to the kerb.
In weekends of Shangri La
poor movie choices,
late dinner guests,
consolation barbeques for defeated sports stars.
I have flown my last kite,
burnt my last steak at this place
told my last ribald ditty
whilst waiting for a smile.
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Remind me if you can, of
the last time you smiled back,
before these sunset Sundays, with me
in the driveway, reversing.

WAYS HOME
Paul Azize

A bike path or bridge can get you home, Western Sydney has architecture
and open space…
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COAT OF ARMS
Naomi Oliver

A pixelated and compressed image of graffiti on a brick wall, taken from a
Western Sydney train. The title plays on both the visual likeness of this
image to a coat of arms, and the idea of defining yourself to the world via
tags.
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ELEGY
Meg Brayshaw
I spend the weekend with my grandmother, in her little house on
the south coast. She is eighty years old and stubborn: she insists on
living alone, hundreds of kilometres away from us. I try to see her
when I can, help her out if she needs it. This weekend she wants to
clean out her books. She has two cheap pine bookcases filled with
paperbacks; she has wanted to sort them for months but her
arthritis makes reaching and carrying difficult. The PhD I am
undertaking means I am qualified enough to do the heavy lifting for
her.
I bring armloads of books to her where she sits in her recliner,
hold them up so she can pass judgement on them: keep, donate, or
toss into the recycling bin I’ve dragged into her small lounge room.
The books smell of aged paper and one of them has a cockroach
crushed between its pages, dead so long it is almost dust. Amongst
them there is high literature, science fiction, westerns, memoirs of
long-dead politicians. No romance – I won’t read that trash, my
grandmother says. Anything else, though, is fair game. She tells me
the plot of each book as I hold them up. Many of them seem to
have some fatal flaw: stupid ending, she says of one thriller. I knew
who did it all along, she says of a sixties-era murder mystery.
When we break for lunch I tell her about the PhD. I tell her that
I am writing about Sydney. Well, I clarify, I’m writing about writers
writing Sydney. I laugh, a little embarrassed, a little anxious. These
books we are sorting – most of them were bought second hand, at
garage sales for five cents, twenty cents for ten: I know because
many of them still wear their handwritten tags. She bought them
when she first moved here, after her children were grown and her
marriage dead. They were a luxury, and one she was only permitted
after escaping. I feel ridiculously over privileged, telling this woman
of work-worn hands and six kids raised in poverty that I am getting
paid to spend three years writing about writers.
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If she thinks of it in this way, she does not say. Instead, she tells
me about her first job, aged fifteen. She worked the switchboard at
Angus & Robertson, at their offices in the city. Writers, she says, and
shakes her head. She tells me about one of them, an ‘authoress’, as
my grandmother calls her. She was an older, distinguished lady who
would blow in to the office in a whirlwind of bravado and plum
vowels, the managers flocking to greet her at the lift doors. Sixtyfive years later, my grandmother has lost the name but remembers
exactly the fox stole the woman wore – in great detail she describes
its fine russet fur, the sharp black claws clinging to a worsted wool
breast. It still had its whole head, my grandmother says. It was the
most remarkable thing I’d ever seen.
I do some research; I want to know who the ‘authoress’ was.
1950, a woman published by Angus and Robertson, worthy enough
to be fawned over. I can’t help but hope that she might be one of
‘my writers’, the women whose books of Sydney I am writing about
in my thesis. I am in love with their work and thrilled at the idea of
my grandmother in the same room as one of them. I’m already
planning the essay in my head: my grandmother marvelling at the
fox stole, me marvelling at the prose. I throw out names of potential
candidates, hoping my grandmother might recognise one. She can’t
be sure. Maybe, she says to each one. Maybe it was her.
I give up, and we go back to the books. By the end of the
afternoon, we’ve cleared the shelves and filled the recycling bin.
Just before I leave, I tell her that I am thinking of writing about the
woman in the fox stole, and the fifteen-year-old girl who admired
her from behind the switchboard. All right, she says, after a beat. As
long as you get the facts right this time. She is referring to a piece I
wrote a few years ago: it was about a childhood memory in which
she had a small speaking part; it won a prize and my mother sent
her a copy. I liked it, she said at the time. But you got some of the
details wrong.
Okay, I say to her now. I don’t tell her that in fiction fact will
always lose out to poetry, and I’ve already decided for myself who
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the woman in the fox fur stole was. I just say okay. Okay, I’ll get it
right this time.

PANO
(for P.)
Yasmin Tambiah

The sky hangs, weighty with unshed rain. Grey-green ocean curled.
Unrolling. Foam scrambling – a snow-ploughed drift. Then
cobwebbed thick on sand.
The surf forms a triangle. Horizon its longest side; sea wall and
houses clinging like water dragons to rock, the other two. You stand
at its apex, facing early-evening bodyboarders, raffia hat crushing
black curls, brown feet nibbled by receding brine. We’d lamented –
as always – this water too cold for us from tropical climes, but the
sea’s hold as intimate as DNA for island peoples.
Later, when familiar pain ravages your muscles, you say you can
no longer walk on sand, no more visits to the waves, polar or
tropical. I make this shot the home screen on my iPhone, a
promissory note that the bite of wet sand and sting of warm salt can
yet be felt; that each time you think you cannot, I will show you the
photo as reminder that you can still reach the sea.
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THE FRENCH GIRL
Dianne Cikusa
In sleeping streets,
a young girl
is searching for
cosmic alphabets
Her guardian attends
to her through
the vehicle of dreams,
a dissipating poet
writing in acronyms
and constructing
parlance from
nuance and numeral
His voice is emigrating
from the lines,
squeezing out from
lowercase letters
and lingering messages
‘I love you’, he mouthed
forty-eight times today
and blew her a pastel kiss
‘Tomorrow, you should
look for me in shards
of broken triangles,
mirror balls and a lotus.’
In the morning,
the French girl
resumes work
on her découpage.
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PARAPLEGIC
Abdullah Noman
Memory of a moment
fragmentary
screech of the universe derailing
collapse into a big bang
trail of smoke harkening the end of time
Vision precipitates into negative dispersion
in rapid outbursts of blinks
Silent inevitability of death
where I shake hands with my clock
tiptoeing toward a flat line
A single thread of thought
my old man in paint daubed denims decaying
leaving purple pinches of palm prints on skin like tattoos
Armed to the teeth domestic abuse
Life cheating on me as I cheated on her
The vowels of her only visit forgiving sins
of this motionless consonant man
glimpsing her orange dress diffusing nebula of a sunset
plunging the longitudes of my landscape into darkness
Her vibrating last touch unrolling wire mesh of nerves
cold as the mattress below me
steel sides like folded arms remote as my children
digital remains beeping
slow deliberate electrocardiogram crutches
now you're here now you're not
now
you're here now
you're not
White coated men descend in a fog
shrouding green pastures on the other side
of rapid eye movements
the bricks of a home as real as these fading thoughts
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of only me sitting low-key
my children lost relics
I know they came in once and held
my pointing finger crooked cramped
as my chiffon word creased

OLD IS GOLD
Sue Chamoun
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FLASHES
Jason Gray
Percy Moreau’s life changed forever when he decided to turn away
three times from the flesh eggs that emerged from the young
woman’s beige woollen blouse as he stepped onto the Gosford
train.
The First Flash
‘Should I flash this gentleman?’ the young woman said. Her friends
laughed and hollered encouragement, sprawled across the disability
access seats, passing the silver goon pouch. In the minutes that
followed, Percy's self-blame began:
Mallora could be pregnant – you should have moved your head
away faster.
Mallora is seeing Dr Aly today and said she would tell you the
results tonight when you got home – after a game of Letters and
Numbers online to calm her nerves.
You could have taken the next train. You saw those kids were
drunk.
You’re in marketing – you don’t need the money. You didn’t
have to take the night-shift gig at AfterCare Respite Centre. You’re
taking someone else’s job again, you vain bastard.
Your father was born in Mauritius, not you. Who the hell do you
think you are?
Percy hit his head on the roof of the corridor that led down the
steps. Rubbing his crown through his Manchester United beanie,
Percy entered the downstairs compartment of the train and merged
with a throng of young women in the who were all dressed up and
perfumed for a night out in Sydney – most of whom, Percy realised,
were Anglo-Australian.
This is the carriage near the guard. You should have known it’d
be filled with young women. It’s Saturday night at 10pm.
You fool.
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The Second Flash
‘Hey, Melly, what do you think?’
Percy turned around to a bum-full of lacy black underpants that
covered pale, pimpled skin.
Why did you turn around? Is your name “Melly”? What the hell
is wrong with you?
‘Hey, it’s not for you, beanie man, ya fat perv.’
Percy had already turned toward the drivers’ compartment
train, eyes to the front like in a school exam.
'Dora, don't!' said a voice from behind a blue seat that Percy
guessed belonged to Melly.
'Nah, do it again, Dora the Explorer!' chorused one of Dora's
male fans from the access seats up the stairs.
It was like the Last Temptation of Homer in The Simpsons,
except it really wasn’t that hard for Percy Moreau to “think unsexy
thoughts". Every morning, as he sat on the toilet doing number-two,
gazing down at the spider-webs of black hair that covered the
caramel soft serve of his breasts and stomach, he was reminded
of Peekay's Zulu wet nurse, Mary, in The Power of One, and of his
lack of melanin and life-giving ability.
Of course it would be breasts that changed his life. It was
always breasts.
Dora turned around, sheathed her exposed skin and stood
glaring at Percy.
‘I should call the cops on you, mister.’
Percy had already been having troubles with his beloved longtime girlfriend, Mallora, since the fabled Honeymoon Period had
ended, though he hated pretty much all relationship jargon, from
"beloved long-time girlfriend" to whatever contemporary
psychology dished out. Three years in with Mallora, he had
proposed without fanfare – or a ring – in the one-bedroom unit they
rented together in Parramatta.
'I’ll think about it,' Mallora said, after they had hugged.
Percy was disappointed but agreed it was reasonable.
'No rush,' Percy said. 'I'm not going anywhere, Ma'love.'
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Three months of arguments later – and five months more into
Percy's awkward emails to an old flame who he hadn’t seen in five
years besides the guilty pleasure of looking them up on Facebook –
Mallora said, 'I think I might be pregnant but I have to see Dr Aly.'
The Third Flash
Percy ascended the stairs to the arresting squeal of the train’s
brakes. Dora jumped from behind the top staircase and scared the
figurative shit out of him. Dora flashed Percy again and asked him to
give her breasts a numerical rating – a trend he was familiar with
from attending boys' high schools.
Percy turned away again and alighted the train at Strathfield.
Three male police officers, taller than six-foot, entered the train.
Percy descended the pedestrian tunnel, finding Mallora’s name
in the Frequent Calls list on his phone. He pressed her name to dial
while trying to find the right platform for the train home to Parra, a
fact he could never remember by heart.
‘I don’t think you should come home just yet,’ said Mallora,
realising her voice was being reduced to crackles of unclear audio by
the smart-phone and ensuring her next words were clear: ‘I’m not
pregnant. I’m going to have a miscarriage. And I’m moving back in
with my parents.’
After they hung up, Percy stood on the Strathfield concourse,
staring at the white letters and numbers rolling down the blue
highlight of the timetable board.
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WE’LL GET STONED 0N THE COUCH IF IT TAKES ALL NIGHT
Louise Carter
We stripped him
ran a knife through his belly
shook the treasure out:
gold coins
t-shirts
guitar picks
a bar coaster with two different women’s numbers on it
(Collette / Vickianne)
then forced his rigid form
through the narrow doorway
in darkness, hushing each other
so the neighbours wouldn't hear.
Like pallbearers on drugs, in clown shoes
we heaved and cussed as his body was shunted
down the stairwell
leaving a crumb-trail of condom wrappers
and more guitar picks
which, like a pecking crow, I scurried to collect
before directing our macabre parade
onward through the car park
past the parked Commodores
and overflowing wheelie bins
to his temporary resting place –
the verge beside the units next door.
Back upstairs, we confronted the cheap Chinese vinyl imposter
still in its bubble-wrapped bondage
and probed its underside with screwdrivers
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our sweat speckling the carpet
as if
from
a watering
can
until its legs were more or less connected
and it stood where its predecessor had sagged
and we were able to plonk our arses on it
to smoke and drink in silence; co-conspirators
in a breathless meantime.
Note: “We'll get stoned on the couch if it takes all night” is a line from 'Wallpaper
Codicil' by Peter Minter.
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THE CHAI AND SAMOSA DATE
Oliver Jacques
I asked my date if she wanted a glass of chai.
‘No,’ replied her mother. ‘Chai doesn’t go with samosa. One is
sweet, the other spicy.’
Ah, why in the name of Ganesh did I agree to do this?
I guess my lack of a significant other had started to mildly
concern me. To my mother, it had become coronary inducing. Mum
always liked to think of herself as fairly westernised and progressive,
and, to be fair, for a long time arranged marriages and the like were
not something that preoccupied her. I’d had Indian mates who were
getting set up before they’d started shaving, but my folks were
always happy for me to go out and fish in the free market. It didn’t
even matter to them if I married a whitey. So long as they were
from a good family. And earned a good income. And we had better
hurry up and find them.
By the time I hit 30 I was under relentless fire.
‘Sarah seems really nice, are you thinking of settling down
soon?’
‘Mum, we’ve been going out for six weeks!’
‘But you’ll never be able to catch someone as good as her.’
My mother didn’t have a particularly high opinion of me. My
hair had been slowly receding for the past few years, and since that
time my mum had been kind enough to provide a running
commentary, drawing a parallel with how my chances with the
ladies were also thinning.
‘You better find yourself someone before you go completely
bald!’
Every false start and failed relationship of mine brought my
mother fresh heartache. Now, her patience was as non-existent as
my hair. The free market wasn’t functioning, and it was time for an
intervention. Over the past few months I’d felt as if my mother had
enlisted a support battalion of uncles and aunties and cousins, all of
whom have relentlessly tried to break the sole unmarried loser over
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30 in the extended family. There were dozens of them, multiplying,
and they would all tell me the same thing.
I started to wonder if they had a point. It had been months
since I last managed to get a date, perhaps I did need a leg up?
‘We’ll just meet them, no pressure. A families get-together the
first time, for an afternoon tea. Then, if you like her, you two can
get to know each other, alone … but only if you both want.’
Mum sold the deal pretty well. What harm could there be in
meeting someone?
Rejection. Loss of pride. Public humiliation. These were the
three forms of harm that I contemplated as I uncomfortably sat next
to Mum, Dad and Auntie Jasminda in the Taj Bhuvan at Harris Park,
the most appropriate of venues to await my Hindi-rella. I couldn’t
stop fidgeting. The suspense was worse than a Tinder date because I
hadn’t seen a photo, just a brief description. Slim, beautiful, 24,
engineer and – the most valued asset of any Indian girl – fair
skinned.
To be honest, she sounded out of my league, though I was quite
sure this bio was exaggerated. Every time an overweight,
unattractive Indian girl walked by, I half expected her to come in the
restaurant, join our table and introduce herself.
And then, 20 minutes late – or bang on (Indian standard) time –
she appeared. Flanked by her overdressed parents, Dad in a dark
wool blend suit and Mum in a red and gold-laced saree, they were
the most overdressed people in the low budget restaurant.
To my surprise, my arranged date was attractive. She had a very
pretty face, with striking, jet black hair that extended past her waist.
In contrast to our saree clad mothers, she was wearing a classy
black, double strap wrap dress, one that suited her very nicely.
She seemed as nervous and embarrassed as I was, sheepishly
taking her seat opposite me as our parents kicked off the awkward
small talk and ordered samosas.
And then, all of a sudden, I was the job interview.
‘So Rohit, you’re an Accounts Officer, are you looking to move
into management?’
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‘You have your bachelors right, when are you getting your
masters?’
‘Your parents tell me you’re renting, you must have plans to
buy soon, ya?’
Her parents were inexorable, worse than mine. I felt like a poori
rapidly being deep fried in a wok, hoping upon hopes to just expand
and explode.
Before they could ask to see copies of my two most recent tax
returns, I asked the waitress for some chai. I think chai with samosa
is a great combination. Dating with parents, on the other hand…

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Linda Marsden
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SAVING THE WORLD
Kerryn Coombes-Valeontis
The songlines of a community worker in Western Sydney –
(once described – by a woman on radio – as “a wasteland of
women in tights”)
crisscross the badlands
the savage lands
the blacktowns moved out
to the river flats.
There is a fire in the belly.
And needs assessments, and social inclusion strategies.
Burnout
is a whispered warning.
You rage against the mechanisms
of marginalisation,
and burn a few bridges.
(burnout is a faceless stalker – you don’t know what hunts you)
The invisible everyday acts
of care and selflessness
keeping people alive
can go on unnoticed.
The fire in the belly, is now consuming you.
Let it burnthe strategies – the lofty ideals
the hubris as it will.
After the fire
go back
sift through the ashes
of what is purified –
sweet compost
greening
seeded by the the stories
of survival and loss of a resilient people
watered with the grief
of the beautiful gardeners
of the West.
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CALL ME ELIZABETH
Jenyfer Joy
It hissed and attacked the bird once more. But the kookaburra
sensed the baby brown snake’s feigned confidence and started
pecking at it again. The audience of high school girls all cheered for
the kookaburra. They found the fight better than the idle gossip
which usually took place at lunch time. Elizabeth winced at hearing
the raucous laughter of the girls. She could not help it and ran
towards the recoiled snake.
‘Ewww Meera.’
She swung around to the girl who made the mistake of calling
her that name.
‘Call me Elizabeth.’
The girl screamed and ran back to the school building along
with several other students. Others looked at her, conflicted as to
whether they should call her names as they usually did or run. But
Elizabeth knew she could not remain on the school grounds
anymore. She put the brown snake into her black Billabong bag and
ran outside the school gates.
Running down Harris Street the cold wind caressed her face. If
she ran a bit faster she would make the Richmond train. The streets
of Parramatta were still bustling with people in business suits who
held their midday coffee in one hand and their shiny briefcases in
the other, elderly people walked around with their portable
shopping trolleys and young unemployed mothers pushed their
prams. Amidst the bustle and hustle no one noticed her. She liked it
that way.
Her thick black braided hair was coming lose. Her mother had
tightened her hair this morning with a brown ribbon. But now the
ribbon had fallen off and she could feel the tightness around her
head ease. She stopped at the lights and tried to catch her breath.
A heavy familiar whiff of tobacco filled her nostrils. The Aboriginal
man next to her took another deep whiff of the cigarette and
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breathed out. Elizabeth wished she could take the cigarette from
him and smoke it herself.
‘What are ya looking at?’
‘Nothing.’
The pedestrian light turned green and she ran across the street
towards the station.
‘Westmead, Wentworthville, Pendle Hill, Toongabbie then all
stops to Richmond,’ said the train conductor.
Elizabeth got onto the train. She could feel the snake writhing
around. She opened the zipper a centimetre and the movement
stopped.
A couple in their mid thirties also boarded the carriage.
‘Are you saying I’m a moron? ‘
‘Finally you catch onto something, moron.’
Elizabeth looked at the couple sitting across her. She wasn’t
shocked at their language. She had been catching the train all her
life and had seen everything from the “druggies” surreptitiously
rolling up their cocaine, to the occasional bashing on the platforms.
‘Next stop Westmead.’
She realised how much the couple reminded her of her parents.
But the only difference was her parents were Indian and they hid
everything behind the closed doors.
‘What are you looking at kid?’ asked the man.
‘Nothing.’
Elizabeth looked away, got her iPhone out of her pocket and
texted her boyfriend.
Dave meet me at Toonie creek.
Dave was five years older than her and worked as a mechanic
assistant.
Ok
Her parents did not know about him. No one knew. The snake’s
gentle hissing was audible now.
Elizabeth laughed at how crazy they both were. She was from a
strict Indian family and he had no family. They had nothing in
common. But they had everything in common.
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‘Next stop Wentworthville.’
‘We left our country so you can have a future, Meera.’ It was
her father’s favourite lecture. The corner of her mouth curved up.
She didn’t care about the future.
‘Next stop Pendle Hill.’
‘Meera, don’t copy those strange white girls who sleep with
those tattooed boys,’ her mother used to admonish her.
Dave had a few tattoos on his arm and some elsewhere. He had
promised to show all of them to her one day. She blushed with
pleasure at the thought.
‘Toongabbie.’
She ran and felt the snake move again. Dave was waiting for
her. No one could miss his muscle-bound arms and dirty blonde hair
from across the street.
She ran towards him, took a smoke from his cigarette and
kissed him.
‘What’s that hissing?’ asked Dave.
She took off her bag, laid it on the grass, opened the zipper and
watched the brown snake slither toward the open space. There was
plenty of space for the snake to hide until it was grown.
She could hear the siren. She was expecting it. The police cars
stopped on the street. The teachers must have called them.
‘Stay where you are.’
The police officers ran towards her.
Her mother also got out, looked at her daughter with her loose
hair and then to the white boy who tried to protect her.
‘Meera !’
‘Please mother, call me Elizabeth.’
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SOMETHING IN THE AIR
Lisel Herrmann
The cattle were restless, their heads lifting and their nostrils sniffing
the air. It’s amazing how animals know. They had been edgy all day,
and the men, seasoned drovers all, knew the signs.
Matt Thompson was leading yet another cattle drive. On the
road now for two months, he’d picked up cattle in Queensland and
was driving them south to market. It had been slow going, about 15
miles a day. The country was good at first, then feed and water
became scarce. Familiar with every detail of the route, he’d
managed to find water so far.
A drover most of his adult life, Matt grew up in the saddle with
his father, always on the move. He loved the free, open spaces and
being his own man. He had little book learning; there never was a
time for that. Thanks to a mother, whom he hardly recalled, he’d
picked up enough to get by.
He enjoyed his work, the company of good men and the
friendship that came with it. Most of all on these journeys he loved
the nights. A fire for warmth, yarns to share, and the familiar sounds
of the bush around them. The smell of the horses and their snorting
and the infinite firmament with its myriad of stars spread high
above.
Another day passed. The water-holes, marked by windmills
seen from afar, were practically dry, nothing but a muddy sludge.
They drove the thirsty beasts onwards, hoping water could be found
at the next bore.
That night, lying in his swag, he thought about his life, about
the country he crossed and the stock route he first travelled so
many years ago, how it opened up the land and brought new
markets. A good life, but lately he was feeling little niggardly
twinges, small aches and pains. At first he’d ignored them, these
little signs, not wanting to accept he was getting old, but perhaps it
was time to quit. This’ll be my last drive, he thought. Time to hang
up my boots.
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Next morning he was up first as usual. ‘Come on, you lot,’ he
urged, ‘shake a leg, we’ve got twenty miles to the next water at
Bitter Creek. As long as I can remember, Bitter Creek always held
water. Getting them started will be a job, but once they smell water
we won’t be able to hold them.’
As the day wore on the cattle became restless, their heads
lifting and their nostrils sniffing the air. From a distance, the riders
could just make out the shape of a windmill. Suddenly the cattle
surged forward, bellowing and snorting as they galloped towards
the distant waterhole.
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CREATE ART WITH ME
Melda Koparan
Create art with me –
You mould the valleys,
I will render the oak trees.
Shards of lightning will strike them down –
As Ymir rests in all of nature.
You clean your brush on your
Pasty blouse and wipe my tears, and
I will enter the recesses of my mind not yet reached.
I will be the emptiness you feed,
For I have searched in all of this world,
And have not yet found a cause for joy.
In this endless scramble for depth and meaning,
You be the flame, and I’ll be the evening.
Come lie with me as the dusk lies upon the dawn –
In the mauve of my memory;
When my heart is most distraught with uncertainty,
And love is non-existent, and lies are lyrics –
I am no hero; my broken body is
An opium den stagnating and devoid of feeling,
Yet, Valhalla persists in beckoning my bones.
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CHARLIE HEBDO – DEATH IN INK
Belinda Curby
Around broken pens
Twelve bodies laid
In the name of art
These cartoonists paid
Torn and ripped, blown away
Freedom of speech lay tainted
Bullets impaled
Tears of ink
Lay splattered
The world in mourning
Joined together
They can’t break our creative spirit
Cartoons continued to be sketched
They vow to publish
The next edition
As the lights are dimmed
On the Eiffel Tower
Pens come together
Against terrorism
Placed in remembrance
Some tear stained
Others bloodied
We vowed to sketch
Another day
Colourful creations
Published for the love of art
Unselfishly shared
Throughout a nation
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Controversial they may seem
But they do not deserve to be slaughtered
Our hearts joined together
With a splash of colour
Refusing to let the ink fade
We stand united
With strength not pain
The spirit of cartoonists everywhere reign
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THE MOMENT OF TRUTH
Peter Cartwright
My glassy presence
in the night light
is alone . . .
talking to me.
At me.
Fine shaking fingers
reach for another cigarette,
no bourbon . . .
wanting (say it, go on) NO!
Fine fingers touch my unshaven cheek
- and I'm alone . . .
red eyes and bags
in the mirror.
Now I lean out
the concrete’s five floors below.
And there’s tipping point
No guts.
No pills for this.
I see fine fingers
with silver rings
gleam in the moonlight.
The lady goddess in me cries for shame:
‘You're not alone . . .’
She carefully holds what's left of me.
I'm not alone . . .
She doesn't wave a finger
but you do… making it harder.
A battle goes on between
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tonight
and tomorrow.
Savage blood in green fields.
I turn to myself and speak truth.
Tomorrow wins
My fine fingers guide
my unshaven cheek,
my icy presence,
to my damp pillow
because I'm not alone.

BEING DIFFERENT (extract)
Artelle Lentahll
‘You don't look African.’ ‘Really, you think?’ ‘What's your
background?’
Depending on my mood, I might make the other kids guess.
‘OK. Well what do I look like then?’
‘Fijian? Samoan? Maori?’
‘No, no and no!’
Then they want to argue with you, ‘But you really look Fijian,
you know Fijian Indian.’
Arrggh! But mostly, I just sigh, ‘Background huh?’ Take a deep
breath and say, ‘I'm a mix of African, Indian, West Indian and
Jewish, raised in an English conquered territory, hence my accent.’
‘Hence?’
(sigh....) ‘And vocabulary.’
Cont.
Having an unusual name, an unusual background and speaking
differently to everyone else in a very ordinary (to them anyway)
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place made for some interesting and you guessed it, embarrassing
times. Like the first time I went somewhere where I was asked to
bring a plate.
So, I'm heading out to the car with a plate to go to this youth
group I was invited to. Mum says, ‘What are you carrying that plate
for? You'll break it, running around with your friends. Put it back
and hurry up now.’
‘But, Muuum, they said to bring a plate’.
Switching off the car, Mum looks at me quizzically. ‘I think
you're meant to take some food to share.’
‘No, Mum,’ I say, hopping into the car, they just said, “Bring a
plate,” OK? Let's go, we'll be late.’
So we pull up outside the old weatherboard church hall and see
a couple of other stragglers carrying foil or plastic wrap covered
plates into the hall. Mum and I look at each other in horror, then
she kinda puffs herself out, she's a big woman my Mum, smiles a big
generous smile, takes my hand and the plate and we walk in.
Almost immediately there's a buzz of mums and kids around us.
We're getting used to this now... to being “the new kids in town”.
‘Oh what a lovely spread!’ Mum exclaims delightedly, then
slowly, ever so slowly, the look of horror returns. Only I know it's
fake and I'm not surprised when the rumbling starts. Mum's
rumbling laugh is infectious as she holds up the empty plate and
says loudly, ‘Oh, we're so terribly sorry everyone,’ Then in a quieter
voice meant both for dramatic effect and as a private joke, ‘We've a
lot to learn, my darling, a lot to learn.’
There were hugs and apologies, pats on the back and much
laughter. Laughter with us, not at us! I sure did love my Mum that
day.
Well, we did learn our lesson and friends and neighbours were
often treated to Mum's culinary delights, some basic English dishes,
scones and the like, and some from our varied cultural background.
About a year after the youth group debacle I was invited to a
birthday party and although it wasn't requested we cautiously
brought a plate with us. As my friend, Sue, had enjoyed some
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chevda I'd shared at school recess one day, Mum decided to make
samoosas which I proudly took in and gave to Sue's Mum. ‘Ohh,
these look interesting!’
‘Yes, Mrs Smith, they're an Indian snack, I hope you like them,’ I
say, before running out to the pool after Sue.
I have a lovely time with all of our friends, till Sue's Mum calls
us in for lunch. The samoosas aren't on the table. Now being a really
polite sort of kid, I really don't know what to do about this. Has she
forgotten them? Thrown them out when I left the room? They do
have a strong smell if you aren't used to that kind of stuff. After a
while, I can't stand it anymore, so I whisper to Sue, ‘Do you think
your mum forgot the samoosas?’ There, that was good – discreet.
Sue will politely ask her Mum about them when she gets up for a
drink or someth....
‘Mu-um, did you forget the samoosas?’ Sue yells. Why do
Aussie born kids do that and why isn't a hole opening up under me
right now?
‘Oh, thanks Sue, I nearly did forget,’ Mrs Smith says putting the
plate on the table. Oh good she'd just forgotten, she hadn't been
grossed out by the smell, I think, slowly re-emerging from under the
table... The smell... there isn't one...could the foil she's re-covered
them with disguise the smell of the delicious golden-brown
triangular curry mince parcels? Then it hits me. I’m almost too
afraid to look. Almost. I peel back the foil. No golden-brown parcels,
just a plate of off-white coloured pastries.... with two missing! I
open and close my mouth like some strange fish (I am after all,
aren't I?) gasping for air and losing all of my ingrained politeness, I
burst out,
‘They're supposed to be cooked!’
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BRINGING US BACK
steve duffy
the circle of time
brings us back once again
to half forgotten memories
events repeat
only the circumstances change
names are altered
protection
for the innocent and the guilty alike
time ticks onward
moving forward through the past
retreating through thought
events repeat
only the circumstances change
bringing us back each time
to thought and memory
Odin’s twin crows
the old gods shudder at the change
pushed out
away from thought
away from memory
but they linger on
in the dim dark recesses of legend
half remembered three quarters forgotten
in the early light of dawn
myth mingles with the fog
down deserted streets
seeping into all the hidden corners
gently caressing our subconscious
bringing us back
to the beginning of all things
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CHANGING TIME
Brett Campbell
'Aww fair go Love'
'Don't you fair go me mate. You've been bludging the whole season.
What about th...'
He let her voice be absorbed by the sea. The sound of the
waves, the wind, occasional creak of the rigging - all softer and more
welcoming than her words and her tone. But she was right. Up to a
point. He hadn't done much maintenance, just tried to enjoy the
long, languid season. Summer's time stretching on, sailing slowly
from sunrise to sunset. But now they were approaching the year’s
final marina. To get ready for winter and whatever comes next.
Their new life was pretty much what he'd hoped when they'd
set off years ago. At last just the two of them, alone in their space
with new worlds to explore. Cash flow pretty tight, but no need for
extravagance when the wind and the waves determined their day. A
new village and different culture every twenty miles, and always the
welcome and genuine pleasure when they rowed into an isolated
taverna or bar on the beach. This was their reward for all those
years of slaving, of grinding through to meet the bills and put away
the extras for the “necessities” of life.
For years he'd acted the fraud. Successful in business, happily
married for decades, two loving kids finding their own way in life. All
the appearance of a role model for modern living. His friends and
colleagues all respected the way he managed. But he'd hated it. The
partnership's politics and the pressure of never-enough time. The
greed and jealousy of others' success. All part of the consumer
society he'd been such a part of. And now here he was sailing
around the Mediterranean. His wife putting up with his dreams and
secretly enjoying the sense of adventure she'd never known in
suburbia. A small part of himself was proud of his rise from the
factory floor, but he was more pleased that the two of them could
turn away and start a new life. Such a better life where giving and
sharing was priority. Where cruisers looked after each other in their
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extended community. There was always real warmth when they
rounded a headland and saw friends from last season or a previous
anchorage.
This summer had been one of the best he could remember.
Apart from the odd nag.
'You promised to fix those lines, and now we're heading to port.
How do you expect to tie up for God's sake? I s'pose you expect me
to jump do you?'
Expecting - no. Wishing - a whole new world came into his
mind. One where they didn't have to stop at a marina. Where the
days stayed warm and dry and their time was always ahead. And
where he didn't have to worry about the turmoil inside.
Yeh you're right Love. Sorry.' 'What'd you say?' 'You're right. I
should’ve fixed those ages ago. I'll get onto it now.'
He needed to get onto a lot of things. Including the truth. For
months he'd been aware of the bleeding but tried to ignore it.
Avoided the logic and knowledge of what it really meant. He'd seen
his father go through years of prolonging, trying to stretch his time
by grasping at life. He couldn't do that, so he'd almost-consciously
decided to go his own way. He'd enjoy as much as he could without
the indignity of treatment trapped in a white gown. But the
bleeding and pain was increasing. He knew he didn't have long.
She was stunned by his response. Saw his stance at the wheel,
knuckles white yet such easy sailing.
'You feeling okay Darl?' 'Yeh. OK I guess.'
'No you're not. Come on - what is it?'
How could he share the lie he'd lived all summer? Pretending to
enjoy the moment when he'd seen his own end? He wasn't ready to
explain to himself, let alone the one he loved, what he was thinking.
Struggling a response through choking tears he said:
'Just thinking how I'm going to miss the sailing.'
'Yes, me too. But there's always next year.'
'Not sure there will be Love. I've something to tell you, and it's
not very pleasant... '
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Zoë Norton Lodge is
unforgivably funny. I
simultaneously adore
her writing, and am
secretly relieved not to
be her direct relative.
Annabel Crabb
You know the kind of
person you wish you
could write as well as
but realise you never
will? That’s Zoë Norton
Lodge. If she didn’t
make me laugh so
much I might hate her.
Andrew Denton

$24.95
More information go to

www.giramondo
publishing.com

When Zoë Norton Lodge was growing up in Annandale in the eighties
and nineties, the self-proclaimed Heartland of the Inner West was a heady
brew of somewhat maladjusted and genuinely unsettling residents. But
Annandale was changing. New words like ‘architect’ and ‘labradoodle’
drifted out of the overabundance of cafés – and eventually entire weeks
would go by with no backyard bomb explosions.
These stories of neighbourhood warfare, unsound relations, quashed
dreams and facial disfigurement are told with Norton Lodge’s characteristic
comic verve and eye for absurdity: encounter Greek grandparents whose
decades-long resentment turns a colander into a weapon; a petrol-sodden
Mamma; children sent to school with cat-food sandwiches; ‘distressed’
furniture; flying babies and other suburban wonders.
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WRITERS AND ARTISTS BIOS
L.E. Armbruster aims to capture the frank truth of the people and
places around her: unreliablewritingadvice@blogspot.com
Anne Benjamin enjoys the fellowship of other writers while
experimenting with her own poetry, fiction and non-fiction.
Meg Brayshaw is a post-graduate student writing about writers writing
Sydney.
C.A. Broadribb can describe herself in three words: ‘intelligent, creative
and humourous” or “fat, lazy and tired.” spiky_one.tripod.com
Brett Campbell’s last full-time job was as CEO, now works as KPMG
contractor. Writes with NWG: www.brettcampbellunexpected.com
Louise Carter’s poetry has appeared in Seizure, Westerly, Cordite and
Meanjin. She is a doctoral candidate at WSU: alonewithbeauty.com
Peter Cartwright is a Parramatta poet
Sue Chamoun’s poetry has been published in anthologies and in the
Dax Centre Poetry Collection. A chef by trade she loves photography.
T. Cheney is a mother of one who loves to read and write in her spare
time.
Suemi Chiba writes short stories and is working on a novel. She has
been published in journals including SEIZURE and One Page Lit Mag.
Dianne Cikusa has published poetry in various on-line journals, zines
and anthologies.
Kerryn Coombs-Valeontis is a community worker and teacher who
lately can’t stop writing poetry.
Linda Courtney lives in the Blue Mountains and is finishing her second
novel which she suspects will sit in a cupboard. Writing poetry is a joy.
Belinda Curby writes poetry and draws cartoons.
J. Anne DeStaic works in the South West of Sydney and lives by the
Georges River with her two dogs.
steve duffy is a husband, father, writer, reader, music lover, library
tech, coffee white with two: www.steveduffy.info
Dennis J. Pale works for a magazine that helps people with mental
health issues get the most out of life: dennisjpale.wordpress.com
Jason Gray writes mostly fiction and really needs to change his
overzealous Seizure profile after that one Flasher.
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Norm Fairbairn – writing poetry for 50 years. Published in five
ZineWests, NWG and FAW anthologies and the Writers’ Voice.
Lisel Herrmann writes short stories and poems.
Marilyn Humbert’s poetry has been published and won awards.
Oliver Jacques is an Indian-Australian who works for Royal Commission
and Lifeline, and is excited about the Western Sydney Writing scene.
Nathaniel Johnson is a 23 year old from Plumpton who enjoys writing
music as well as prose.
Jenyfer Joy has lived, studied and worked in the greater Western
Sydney area for the past 12 years after migrating to Australia.
Yumna Kassab is a writer who lives in Western Sydney.
Melda Koparan a Parramatta local: http://meldakoparanmusings.com
Artelle Lenthall is a mother and primary school teacher of 20+ years
who loves to write for children. Proudly achieved publication in ZW14.
Linda Marsden writes poetry, novels and memoir and creates images.
Alison Miller has won several awards for poetry and stories. Loves
Revesby, gardening, words and learning new things.
Abdullah Noman, a Sydney writer: http://abdullah-noman.weebly.com
Paul O’Loughlin has self-published two collections of poetry.
Arna Radovich lives in the Blue Mountains and writes short stories and
children’s fiction. She is also an adult literacy teacher.
Morag Sutton is well travelled and writes from the heart and from her
memories. She helps people develop English language skills.
Yasmin Tambiah writes prose-poetry. Her recycling bin says Parramatta
and sometimes dines on her shredded drafts
ART CONTRIBUTORS NOT INCLUDED ABOVE
Naomi Oliver: Note re her front page image Travelogue: “a
minimalistic, pixelated depiction of a train stopped at a Western Sydney
station. The title Travelogue refers to documenting aspects of my transit
between the Blue Mountains and Parramatta.” www.naomioliver.org

Robert Frost is a self-taught artist native to Parramatta. Heading to the
mountains to be closer to nature and raise goats
Paul Azize is a Western Sydney writer and photographer
https://instagram.com/az_tech_photography

Mihaela Cristescu is a lover of images in literature and photography
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WRITERS’ GROUPS IN WESTERN SYDNEY
NSW Writers’ Centre has a number of groups based at the centre plus
an on-line Search Map for groups elsewhere. Sign up for their free
e-letter full of info re comps and events: www.nswwc.org.au
Fellowship of Australian Writers is a major umbrella organisation for
small writing groups Australia-wide including Western Sydney
www.fawnsw.org.au
GROUPS UNAFFILIATED WITH LARGER ORGS – A FEW EXAMPLES
Infinitas – science fiction, fantasy, horror: http://infinitaswriters.com
NEW Writers’ Group (ZW is their project) http://nwg-inc.com/word
Ask your local library: eg. Poetry Alive weekly at Liverpool
Songwriting groups on FB: active in Western Sydney include
Songwriting Society of Australia; Western Fringe
SITES WORTH EXPLORING
SWEATSHOP Western Sydney Literacy Movement: sweatshop.ws
WESTWORDS – for young people: www.westwords.com.au
ICE Information and Cultural Exchange – Western Sydney Community
arts organisation: http://ice.org.au
WRITING AND SOCIETY RESEARCH CENTRE – based at WSU
www.uws.edu.au/writing_and_society/home
VARUNA The National Writers’ House: http://www.varuna.com.au
ON-LINE MAGS – Sites with at least some free content:
ABR ONLINE – www.australianbookreview.com.au
SYDNEY REVIEW OF BOOKS - www.sydneyreviewofbooks.com
CORDITE – publishes local poets: http://cordite.org.au
SEIZURE – publishes local writers: http://seizureonline.com
NEW YORKER – a few free downloads per month from daily e-letter
www.newyorker.com (includes great articles on books and writing)
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